There is love in the air and a twinkle in your eye. So grab that heart shaped box full of chocolates and get to work. These adorable panels, stripes, dots and swirls will make any quilter’s heart skip a beat or two. Luscious pinks, reds and a pop of green keep this Valentine’s Day fresh and sweet.
Delivery: December 2008
44”- 45”  100% Cotton

Asst. 19265-10  10 yards of each
Asst. 19265-10H  10 yards of 18 skus*
Asst. 19265-15  15 yards of each

19265AB Bundle: 35 Skus
19265JR Jellyroll: 40 Strips- Pk.4
19265LC Layercake: Pk.4
19265PP Charm Pack: Pk.25
19265JC Jelly Cakes
Includes 1 JR and 1 LC
minimum purchase - 2

AB bundles include 1 panel: 19265-14
JR’s, LC’s & PP’s do not include panels
JR’s & LC’s include 2 each of 19272 & 19273

*The bundles come with a minimum purchase of 2.

AB bundles include 1 panel: 19265-14
JR’s, LC’s & PP’s do not include panels
JR’s & LC’s include 2 each of 19272 & 19273

Minimum purchase - 2

LOVE IS IN THE AIR by Deb Strain for Moda